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EDITORIAL

As this editorial is written, it is interrupted by televised events from Austria, as the skill and artistry of the Winter
Olympic Games makes compelling viewing that seems to take precendence over any other activity. Great Britain has
been represented in most events, rightly so, as the promotion of methods of travel in icy conditions into competitive
sports was predominantly a venture of Empire-building Victorian gentlemen who opened up hostile terrain as a winter
playground. As in most sports we developed, other nations are winning the medals, putting up magnificent per-
formances that can only be the result of intensive and prolonged training, and using vehicles such as bob-sleighs whose
cost far outstrips anything we can afford.

Our national reputation was saved by the display of artistry and physical fitness shown by John Curry's
gold-medal-winning skating, but even he had to do most of his training in the U.S.A. because of the lack of proper
facilities, strong competition and top-level coaching in the U.K.

In several aspects of sports medicine, we also lag behind other countries in areas where we originally took the
initiative, but we have been able to keep our winter teams healthy (the only casualty reported so far being the team
doctor). Dope testing has been carried out, following the sampling and analysis techniques that Britain did so much to
establish. It is unfortunate to hear that a woman skier has lost her medal because a small dose of ephedrine was
detected, taken as nasal drops to relieve a cold, but this is one of the drugs specifically prohibited, and all competitors
must ensure that any drug they take, especially for self-medication, is "clean".

A good survey of the services and disservices that sports sciences can do to international sport is given by Ron Clark
and A. Trengove* in the Readers' Digest - February 1976 where the ethics of doping, anabolic steroids, forced pace of
training in immature children, auto-transfusion of blood, and other suspicious methods of giving an unfair advantage are
discussed in some detail from the knowledgeable athlete's viewpoint. Although BASM members are aware of many of
these doubtful procedures, much of our effort has been made in detecting them, publicising abuses, and trying to
promote legislation to control their use.

Doping is to be the topic of an international conference organised by the Racecourse Security Services Laboratory
of Newmarket, on the detection of dope in racehorses. (May 18th - 20th 1976). The provisional list of speakers looks
interesting; four from U.S.A., four from France, two from Ireland, and one each from Canada, Belgium, Germany,
Japan and Sweden. So far, none from the U.K. We hope that much of the material discussed will have relevance to
human drug detection. In many ways, regulations in equine sport are tighter than for humans; for example,
phenylbutazone is prohibited, even when taken for genuine therapeutic reasons. We shall hear with great interest any
information about anabolic steroids; I have seen some very large mature "yearlings" at some of the local shows, and
find it hard to believe that any hunter could grow as quickly without a little help from added hormones supplied at a
very early age. It will be interesting to see what happens to some of these early maturers later on in their lives.

"Sports Injuries" is to be the subject of one of the Summer numbers of 'Physiotherapy'. All contributors with one
exception are BASM members; the introductory article is by Dr. George Browning, and there are papers from Drs. John
Williams, Peter Sperryn, and physiotherapists Valerie Steele, (St. James' Sports Clinic, Leeds), Mimi McKelvey, Marilyn
Street, and Dennis Wright. Our Association owes a big debt of gratitude to our physiotherapist members, not only for
carrying out a substantial part of the treatment of sports injuries, but also for writing up their techniques and
experience, adding some useful practical knowledge to the literature.

This number of the journal covers a wide field of interest, especially in exercise physiology. The next number, due to
be published in June, will contain collected papers on Exercise and the Heart. Contributions on this topic will be
welcome, and should be submitted soon to allow time for refereeing and editing. We hope in due course to draw up
suggestions for the presentation of manuscripts; the question of units to be used presents a problem to many more
journals besides this one. Should Si units be used exclusively, or traditional units be expressed as well? Should work
loads be expressed in Joules, Kiloponds, kilogram-metres or what?To what extent ahould conversions be rounded off? In
one book I have read recently, I learn that a city lies 13,000 feet about sea level, an acceptable figure, but the author
gives the metric equivalent of 4002 metres; this makes me wonder whether the measurements were taken from the top
or the bottom step of the Town Hall, and such "accurate" conversions become ridiculous. The letter from Mr. R.
Withers in the Correspondence section of this number perhaps heightens the dilemma.

*Clarke, R. and Trengove, A. 1976. "Olympic Superstars - or Athletic Monsters?" Readers' Digest February 1976, 133-138.
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